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Star Beck is super-duper megastar famous. She rocks–literally–every night in concert for thousands of
cheering fans. But the pop star life–tour buses, fauxmances, size 0 minis–is getting a little old. Star can’t help
wondering what it would be like to be a regular girl–without paparazzi trailing her every move, and without
people being nice just because, well, she’s Star Beck. And when she discovers that her mom has been lying
to her for years about something very important, Star decides to find out what the world beyond her stage is
like after all.
In the blink of an emerald green eye, Star finds herself . . . buying a car. Eating cheeseburgers. Swapping her
stilettos for flip-flops. Getting a job that doesn’t require dancing, winking, or mall appearances. And falling
for the cutest, realest boy she’s ever met. But how will she know if he feels the same way? Because for once
in her life, someone is going to have to like her for who she really is.

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

John Lee:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students because they are still students or the item for all people
in the world, what the best subject for that? Just simply you can be answered for that concern above. Every
person has different personality and hobby for each other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that
they don't wish do that. You must know how great and also important the book When You Wish. All type of
book would you see on many sources. You can look for the internet solutions or other social media.

Scott Anderson:

As people who live in the modest era should be up-date about what going on or data even knowledge to
make these keep up with the era which is always change and move forward. Some of you maybe can update
themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice for you but the problems coming to anyone is you don't
know what one you should start with. This When You Wish is our recommendation to help you keep up with
the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and want in this era.

John Sledge:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
talent or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book in
comparison with can satisfy your small amount of time to read it because pretty much everything time you
only find publication that need more time to be learn. When You Wish can be your answer since it can be
read by anyone who have those short free time problems.

Sandra Bland:

Don't be worry if you are afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you may have it
in e-book means, more simple and reachable. This particular When You Wish can give you a lot of close
friends because by you looking at this one book you have point that they don't and make you actually more
like an interesting person. This particular book can be one of a step for you to get success. This publication
offer you information that might be your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than other make you to be
great people. So , why hesitate? Let's have When You Wish.
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